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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Perhaps the most beautiful sight in the night sky visible to the naked eye is our own galaxy, the Via

Lactea or Milky Way. That it was composed of individual stars was recognized only in the early

seventeenth century by Galileo with his telescope; this was the beginning of the study of galaxies as

systems of stars. More than a hundred years later, the Swedish philosopher Emanuel Swedenborg

conjectured that “There may be innumerable spheres of this kind or starry heavens in the finite

universe”. Thomas Wright of Durham, England, a few years after, interpreted the observations at

that time of “the many cloudy Spots, just perceivable by us, as far without our starry Regions”.

This idea which was popularized by the German philosopher Immanuel Kant who described galaxies

as “Island Universes”.

Charles Messier (1730-1817) and F. William Herschel (1738-1822) were the first to compile

galaxy catalogues through direct observations. The Messier Catalog, finally published in 1781

with 103 (later extended to 110) objects, was constructed mainly to identify objects that could be

potentially mistaken for comets, the main vocation of the French astronomer. William Herschel,

first a skilled telescope maker, and then observer, started the first systematical sky survey in 1783,

after being presented with the Messier Catalog two years earlier. In less than 20 years, he and

his sister Karoline had catalogued 2514 new “nebulae”. This was later extended by his son John

Herschel to the southern hemisphere to include more than 5000 objects, known as the General

Catalogue. Over the next century, the Herschel lists were supplemented by John Dreyer with the

New General Catalogue (NGC) and its successors the First and Second Index Catalogue (IC),

published from 1888 to 1908. The combined NGC+IC contains more than 12000 objects, and to

this day the brightest extragalactic objects are denoted by their numbers in Dreyer’s catalogue.

The nature of these nebulae was the subject of much controversy, but advances in technology

made it possible to apply photographic methods to astronomy. It became feasible to measure very

faint objects with long photographic exposures, and therefore quantitatively analyze star counts,

proper motions, and line-of-sight velocities through spectroscopy. Jacobus Kapteyn (1851-1922) was

one of the first to infer from such measurements the stellar spatial distribution of the universe as

known at that time. His model was contested by Harlow Shapley and others, but the confirmation

that the Messier and NGC+IC nebulae were truly stellar systems outside the Milky Way came

from Edwin Hubble (1889-1953) only in the early 1920s. With the largest telescope available at

that time, the Mt. Wilson 100-inch, Hubble was able to estimate the distance to the Andromeda

Nebula, M 31 and its companion M 33, through measurements of Cepheid variables (Hubble 1925).
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Chapter 1 2

The existence of other “Island Universes” similar to, but outside of, our own Galaxy was clearly

established.

Galaxies, and how they form and evolve, are the subject of this thesis. They come in a variety

of shapes and sizes; there are small ones, large ones, well-behaved, peculiar, and active ones. The

thesis starts with a class of small irregular galaxies, namely metal-poor Blue Compact Dwarfs.

It then passes to large, ostensibly well-behaved ones, with studies of the bulges of luminous spiral

galaxies and the quiescent black holes thought to reside in their nuclei. Finally, it considers galaxies

with active nuclei, powered by accreting black holes.

In what follows, the main methods for classifying galaxies are outlined (Sect. 1). These schemes

are then connected with trends in physical parameters, showing that different morphologies are

connected with true physical differences (Sect. 2), but that morphology alone is not sufficient to

describe the “family of galaxies” (Sect. 2.1). The prediction of the diversity and properties of large

numbers of galaxies is a necessary feature of theories for galaxy formation which are described

in Sect. 3.1. Galaxy morphology is not only a feature of birth, but rather also a characteristic

acquired over time, and how this happens is described in Sect. 3.2. Properties of galaxies’ central

spheroid components may determine the mass of the black holes found in their centers; why this

could be related to galaxy formation scenarios is described in Sect. 3.3. These topics are related

to the subsequent chapters, and to better understand galaxy formation and evolution is the main

motivation of the work presented here.

1. Galaxy Taxonomy

The vast variety of galaxies dictates the need for a sensible method to organize them into

taxonomic categories. An ideal classification scheme should be able to distinguish objects which are

physically different, in terms of form or shape, size (luminosity, mass, dimension), and composition

(gas and dust content, metal abundance). It should also be based on well-defined objective criteria,

so that the classification can be reproduced by different individuals or groups.

1.1. The Hubble Types

The first galaxy classification scheme was developed by Edwin Hubble (Hubble 1926), and

is, as he emphasized, entirely empirical. Visual inspection of photographs of more than a thou-

sand nebulae led Hubble to divide extra-galactic objects into three main forms: ellipticals (“E”),

spirals (“S”), and irregulars (“Q” or Irr). The first two are distinguished by “rotational symmetry

about dominating non-stellar nuclei”, and the latter, about 3% of Hubble’s sample, lack both these

traits. Ellipticals appear very smooth and spherical, and their “only claim to structure is that the

luminosity fades smoothly from bright nuclei to indefinite edges”. They were further divided by

degree of ellipticity, (1 − b/a), so that the full designation is E followed by a single number, which

corresponds to the ellipticity without the decimal point: E0 – E7.

Hubble defined three criteria to distinguish among spirals: “(1) relative size of the unresolved

nuclear region; (2) extent to which the arms are unwound; (3) degree of resolution in the arms.”

In what Hubble designated “early types” denoted as “Sa”, the nuclear region is very extended and

the arms are tightly wound and unresolved. The intermediate group, denoted as “Sb”, have large

central regions and thin rather open arms, or a “smaller nuclear region and closely coiled arms”.

The“late types” (“Sc”) are characterized by inconspicuous nuclei and highly resolved, patchy, widely

open arms. Spirals were also found to occur with and without “a bar of nebulosity which extends

diametrically across the nucleus” (pictorially represented by Hubble as θ), and denoted by “SB”.

The division into early and late types for barred spirals is analogous to that for unbarred ones. The

Hubble classification scheme can be conveniently represented in a “tuning fork” diagram (Figure
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Fig. 1.— An illustration of the Hubble “tuning fork” diagram, taken from the Sloan Digital Sky

Server web page (skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/advanced/galaxies).

1), which graphically represents the ellipticals branching into unbarred and barred spirals, and

irregular galaxies (not shown in Fig. 1).

Hubble himself modified the original classification (Hubble 1936) to include lenticular galaxies

“S0’s”, a class of galaxies roughly intermediate between ellipticals and early-type Sa spirals, but

with a variety of appearances because of the presence or absence of dust lanes (Sandage 1961).

They lack spiral arms but, unlike ellipticals, contain a low-surface brightness envelope surrounding

the central nebulosity.

As time went on, details of the Hubble system continued to be revised. In 1940, the Sc class

was subdivided by adding a later stage Sd, characterized by small-bulge systems with patchier and

more loosely wound spiral arms than the Sc’s (Shapley & Paraskevopoulous 1940). Perhaps the

most substantial revision was proposed by Gérard de Vaucouleurs in 1959. This “Revised Hubble

System” (RHS) also placed galaxies along a series of stages, but in addition to barred and unbarred

spiral types (“family”), included a third dimension (“variety”) for the presence of inner rings (r)

and s-shapes (s) (de Vaucouleurs 1959). He also added explicitly the concept of continuity, since

galaxies with less prominent bars were designated as SAB, and intermediate spiral types were added

(e.g., Sab, Sbc). Finally, an additional stage was added to accommodate galaxies between Sd and

Irr, denoting galaxies which resemble the Magellanic Clouds as Sm. Transition stages between Sc,

Sd, and Sm were denoted as Scd and Sdm. True irregular galaxies were designated as Im. An
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important result of de Vaucouleurs’s revision is the definition of the T parameter (de Vaucouleurs,

de Vaucouleurs, & Corwin 1976). This is simply a numerical parameterization of the Hubble stage

which in the RHS ranges from -5 (E’s) and increases through the spirals (Sa’s, T = 1) to the

irregulars (Im, T = 10). It includes transition ellipticals/S0s (E/S0, T = −3), true lenticular

galaxies (S0, T = −2), and transition cases between S0 and Sa (S0/a, T = 0).

1.2. Other Classification Schemes

Several decades after the initial definition of the Hubble sequence, perceived shortcomings in

it induced other workers to define different systems.

The Morgan/Yerkes System

In 1958, W. W. Morgan devised a “form classification that shall be as closely correlated as

possible with the stellar population of the inner, brighter parts of galaxies; the new classification

is to be based on the results of the interpretation of composite spectra.” The Morgan classification

scheme (also known as the Yerkes system) (Morgan 1958, 1959) is based on the correlation of

central concentration and their stellar content as estimated from composite spectra (Morgan &

Mayall 1957). Morgan justified the new system through the observation that the correlation between

Hubble stage and spectral class is not always close. Nevertheless, like the Hubble types, the Morgan

system is based on central concentration; however it is essentially one-dimensional, with central

concentration as the primary parameter, and assigns classes as a-f-g-k, in analogy with stellar

spectra (A-F-G-K). Like Hubble, Morgan defined form families (S, B, E, I, for spirals, barred

spirals, ellipticals, and irregulars), and introduced a few additional ones.

The Morgan scheme is interesting for several reasons. The correlation between composite

spectra and central concentration shows that more concentrated systems tend to host older stars,

while young stars tend to dominate the stellar populations of more diffuse galaxies. Such a trend

could be related to the dependence of the collapse timescale on the inverse square root of the

density; denser systems collapse earlier thus forming stars before less dense systems. Also, the one-

dimensional nature of the central concentration parameter lends itself more readily to automatic

classification methods (e.g., Abraham et al. 1996a,b), and may be more appropriate at high redshifts

than the traditional Hubble system (van den Bergh 1998).

Spiral Arm Classification

The form of the arms in spiral nebulae was investigated before it was known that they were

galaxies outside the Milky Way. Spiral arms were found to be generally logarithmic spirals (von

der Pahlen 1911; Groot 1925), with two general morphologies, “filamentous” and broad spiral

arms which appear in “massive” spirals (Reynolds 1925). The diversity of spiral-arm morphologies

led Reynolds to criticize Hubble’s spiral classification scheme (Reynolds 1927a), because it is

“altogether too simple for the great range of types to be found”, as it fails to take into account the

“development of the spiral form itself” as well as “the general apparent mass of the spiral” (see also

Hubble 1927; Reynolds 1927b).

One of the criteria of Hubble’s classification was the pitch angle (“the extent to which the arms

are unwound”), namely the angle φ between the arm and the tangent circle. Because of Hubble’s

definition, the pitch angle is quantitatively well correlated with spiral type (Kennicutt 1981; van

den Bergh 1960), as shown in Figure 2. The pitch angle φ is also correlated with Yerkes class

(Figure 2, right panel). Galaxies with lower concentration and earlier-type (stellar) spectra (a)

have larger φ, more loosely wound arms, than those with high central concentration and later-type
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Fig. 2.— Pitch angles φ of spiral arms as a function of Hubble type (left panel) and Yerkes/Morgan

type (right panel). Data are taken from (Kennicutt 1981; van den Bergh 1960). The left panel

includes only luminous spirals with MB < −21. Error bars in both panels are errors in the means.

There is a clear correlation of φ with both classifications.

spectra (k).

The vast variety of the form of spiral arms has been captured in the classification system intro-

duced by Elmegreen & Elmegreen in the 1980’s. Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1982) have categorized

spiral arms into 12 morphology classes ranging from “flocculent” (irregular and fragmented) arms

(classes 1 to 4) to symmetric and smooth ones in “grand design spirals” (classes 5 to 12). The

Elmegreens’ arm classes (AC) are based on arm continuity, length, and symmetry, and are inde-

pendent of the thickness and brightness of the arms. There is a slight correlation between AC and

luminosity: flocculent arms tend to avoid very luminous systems (MB ≤ −22). Within spiral types

Sa–Sc, arm class shows no significant correlation with Hubble type.

The DDO Luminosity Classes

At the same time that Morgan was defining the Yerkes system, it was noticed that several

features of spiral galaxy morphology depend on their luminosity. Giant (high-luminosity) galaxies

have a higher surface brightness than dwarfs (low-luminosity ones) (Holmberg 1959). The degree

of development of spiral structure is correlated with absolute magnitude (van den Bergh 1960a,b).

Well-defined grand-design spiral structure is found only in luminous galaxies, while low-luminosity

spirals tend to have patchy, irregular arms. Moreover, the fraction of galaxies classified as irregular

increases as luminosity decreases.

These observations led van den Bergh to devise a spiral classification based on luminosity classes

(David Dunlap Observatory System, DDO). Like the stellar luminosity classifications, in addition

to a Hubble stage, galaxies are assigned a luminosity class of I (supergiants), II (bright giants),

III (giants), IV (subgiants), and V (dwarfs). weak (B) and strong B bars, and tidal distortions t.
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From later types to Hubble stage Sb, the luminosities inferred from the form of spiral structure

are accurate to 0.5 (blue photographic) magnitude (van den Bergh 1960a,b). The Hubble system

is defined on giant to supergiant galaxies, and as pointed out by van den Bergh (van den Bergh

1998), there are no nearby examples of giant or bright giant galaxies with irregular morphology.

Because of the definition of luminosity class on spiral arm appearance, it is not surprising that

the Elmegreens’ arm classes in the previous section are loosely correlated with luminosity class.

Irregular fragmentary arms of AC=1 are found in low-luminosity galaxies, while AC=12 arms which

are long and well-defined grand design spirals are without exception found in high-luminosity ones

(van den Bergh 1997).

2. Quantitative Morphology

Although Hubble type was defined on the basis of appearance, from inspection of photographic

plates, the Hubble sequence is in fact a physical one. Several quantifiable parameters vary signif-

icantly with Hubble type. Already from photographic material it was known that optical colors

(U−B, B−V ) and surface brightness depend on morphological type with later type spirals tending

to have fainter surface brightness and bluer colors (Holmberg 1959). Later, the advent of linear

photometric detectors, first single-element, then two-dimensional CCDs, made possible the mea-

surement of accurate magnitudes, sizes, colors, metallicities, and kinematical properties of large

numbers of galaxies. The data compilation in Roberts & Haynes (1994) shows that linear size,

blue luminosity, and metal abundance remain relatively constant from S0’s to Sc’s, but decrease

substantially for later types. HI measurements, available for spirals but difficult for ellipticals, show

that atomic gas mass fraction also varies along the Hubble sequence. On the other hand, the mass-

to-light ratio measured in the B band remains relatively constant with morphology, even toward

the very late spiral types (although see Burstein 1982).

With data from Roberts & Haynes (1994), Figure 3 shows some of these variations. The

parameters shown in Fig. 3 are primarily related to star formation history, since color and metal

abundance measure past and present activity, and HI fraction is some measure of future potential.

However, morphology is not only related to star-formation activity. It can also be strongly

affected by a galaxy’s environment (see Sect. 3.2). By the time of Hubble, it was already well

established that clusters of galaxies are populated preferentially by ellipticals and early-type spirals,

unlike galaxies in the field (Hubble & Humason 1931). This effect, known as morphological

segregation, was quantified by Dressler (1980), who showed that the decrease in spirals and increase

in ellipticals/S0’s is a monotonic function of local galaxy density.

2.1. The Fundamental Plane

Much work has been done to determine the “minimum manifold of galaxies” (Brosche 1973),

namely how many parameters are necessary to completely describe the variation in the “family of

galaxies”, and what those parameters are. In principle, this problem can be resolved with statistical

methods, and in the 1980’s it was shown with Principal Component Analyses that essentially two

categories of parameters are required: one that measures scale (size, luminosity, mass), and one that

describes its form or morphology (e.g., Efstathiou & Fall 1984; Whitmore 1984; Watanabe, Kodaira,

& Okamura 1985). With these two parameters, 85–90% of the variance in the global parameters of

galaxies is exhausted. This can be interpreted as an a posteriori justification for the DDO luminosity

classes because form alone, or Hubble type, is insufficient to completely characterize a galaxy.

However, the“form”or“shape”parameter is not necessarily explicitly related to morphology; rather,

it can be one of the parameters which is correlated with morphology, such as color, metallicity, or

surface brightness. Indeed, the need for two categories of parameters underlies the existence of
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Fig. 3.— Left panel: correlations of optical color B − V and neutral hydrogen mass fraction

MHI/MT as a function of Hubble type. Data are taken from Roberts & Haynes (1994). Filled

symbols denote the RC3-UGC sample (7930 galaxies), and open ones the RC3-Local Supercluster

sample (2864); error bars indicate the 25/75 percentiles. Right panel: oxygen abundance as a

function of Hubble type (upper) and B luminosity (lower).

the “Fundamental Plane” (FP) for gravitationally bound stellar systems (e.g., Djorgovski & Davis

1987; Kormendy & Djorgovski 1989; Bender, Burstein, & Faber 1992; Burstein et al. 1997).

Galaxies can be characterized by several variables, including luminosity, size, surface brightness,

color, metallicity, velocity dispersion, rotation velocity, etc. Several correlations between two such

variables were discovered before the significance of the FP was realized; most of these correlations

are essentially projections of it. Luminosity L is generally correlated with a parameter related

to mass (e.g., Faber-Jackson relation for L and velocity dispersion σ of elliptical galaxies Faber

& Jackson 1976, and the Tully-Fisher relation for L and rotation velocity V of spirals (Tully &

Fisher 1977)). Effective surface brightness µe and radius re are correlated (e.g., the Kormendy

relation; Kormendy 1977), in the sense that galaxies with larger re are fainter in µe. The D − σ

relation (D is the diameter within which mean surface brightness attains a fiducial value) is another

example (Dressler 1987). The well-known correlations of L with color (color-magnitude relations;

Visvanathan & Griersmith 1977; Visvanathan & Sandage 1977) and of mass with metallicity (Faber

1973; Terlevich et al. 1981; Tonry et al. 2000; Tinsley 1978; Burstein et al. 1988) are also contained

in the FP.
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The FP is a consequence of the virial theorem, and the general equilibrium state of self-

gravitating structures. It is defined on the basis of a 3-space of observables (σ, µe, re), and its

orientation in this space depends on the systematic variation of mass-to-light ratio (M/L) with

luminosity (e.g., Djorgovski & Davis 1987). It could also depend on the variation of shape with

luminosity, but homology of form is the usual assumption (c.f., Prugniel & Simien 1997). Perhaps

one of the most important applications of the FP has been as a distance indicator, since luminosites

or absolute sizes can be more accurately calculated than from the Tully-Fisher, Faber-Jackson, or

Kormendy relations alone. Assuming that structures are virialized, and following Bender, Burstein,

& Faber (1992), mass M can be written as:

M = c2σ
2re (1.1)

where c2 is a structure constant, σ is the central velocity dispersion, and re is the effective half-light

radius. L can be expressed as:

L = c1Ier
2
e (1.2)

where c1 is a structure constant, and Ie is the surface brightness (in flux units), defined as the mean

surface brightness within re
1. With this definition, c1 is a constant for all galaxies. Combining

Equations 1.1 and 1.2, we can write:

re =
c2
c1

(

M

L

)−1
σ2

Ie
(1.3)

If M is proportional to some power of L (empirically M/L ∝ L0.2), and c2 is also constant for

all galaxies, then Eqn. 1.3 defines the FP. An example of the FP for dynamically hot galaxies

(e.g., ellipticals, bulges, compact spheroids) is shown in Figure 4, using the data and coordinate

transformations (κ1, κ2, κ3) of Bender, Burstein, & Faber (1992). The right panel of Fig. 4 shows

the edge-on view of the FP, with the solid line denoting the Virgo cluster fit. Figure 4 shows that

dwarf ellipticals and spheroidals (shown as squares) form a distinct group, relative to luminous

ellipticals and bulges.

Spiral and irregular galaxies, galaxy groups and rich clusters, and globular clusters all occupy

slightly different regions in parameter-space, and form what has been termed a “cosmic metaplane”

(Burstein et al. 1997), the distribution of which is generally consistent with predictions of galaxy

formation by hierarchical merging (see Sect. 3.1).

3. Building Galaxies

Besides the stars and interstellar medium (ISM) in a galaxy, which are detectable through their

radiation at some wavelength, galaxies also contain dark matter which can only be detected through

its dynamical effects. More accurately, galaxies are thought to reside in massive dark matter (DM)

haloes, the origin of which is primordial. The study of these haloes originated in the early 1970’s

when it was found that the mass of galaxies and clusters of galaxies was essentially proportional to

the radius at which it was measured: M(r) ∝ r (Rogstad & Shostak 1972; Roberts & Rots 1973;

Ostriker, Peebles, & Yahil 1974). For galaxies, this conclusion was based on flat (HI) rotation

curves out to the furthest radius at which it was possible to measure them. The implied density

distribution of the dark matter which dominates at large galactocentric distances is similar to that

expected for the outer regions of isothermal spheres, which led to the idea of a “halo”. DM haloes

are now thought to be a relic of structure formation in the initial phases of the universe, when

random density fluctuations generated the first gravitationally collapsed objects (Peebles 1982).

1Inclination is taken into account by calculating an elliptical area and converting to a circular one πr2
e
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Fig. 4.— Fundamental plane with data and coordinate conventions from Bender, Burstein, &

Faber (1992): κ1 ≡ (log σ2 + log re)/
√

2 ∝ log(M/c2); κ2 ≡ (log σ2 + 2 log Ie − log re)/
√

6 ∝
log(c1/c2)(M/L)I3

e ; κ3 ≡ (log σ2 − log Ie − log re)/
√

3 ∝ log(c1/c2)(M/L). Giant (filled) and

intermediate-luminosity (open) ellipticals are shown as circles; bright dwarf ellipticals as triangles;

compact ellipticals (filled) and dwarf spheroidals (open) as squares; spiral bulges as ×’s. The solid

line in the right panel denotes the FP, as defined by ellipticals in the Virgo cluster κ3 = 0.15κ1+0.36;

the dotted line in the left panel shows the “zone of exclusion” κ1 + κ2 > 7.8.

3.1. Cold Dark Matter Hierarchical Merging

In the 1970’s, it became increasingly evident that large-scale structure could be built up through

aggregation of non-linear entities into increasingly larger units through gravitation. Observational

studies of clusters of galaxies, together with theoretical models, showed that the typical mass and

size scales are scale-free, and organized hierarchically, with the smallest structures merging over

time to become larger and larger, finally resembling the galaxies and clusters observable at the

present epoch (Peebles 1970; Press & Schechter 1974). At the same time, it was shown that

the cooling properties of protogalactic gas clouds give rise to characteristic sizes and masses which

are reminiscent of galaxies and galaxy clusters (Binney 1977; Rees & Ostriker 1977; Silk 1977).

The discovery of dark matter, and the consequent constraint on cosmological expansion, led to

the hypothesis that the first structures consisted of some unspecified type of dissipationless dark

matter, within which gas cooled and condensed to form stars (White & Rees 1978). These were

the first cold dark matter (CDM) hierarchical models, and combined the notions of hierarchical

structure growth through gravitation with gas dynamical dissipative collapse. A cartoon of how

dark haloes merge is shown in Figure 5.

The goal of galaxy formation models is to predict the observed properties of large numbers of

galaxies, preferably at all redshifts currently available to observation. To do this, it is necessary

to treat several processes: (i) the collapse and evolution via mergers of the CDM haloes; (ii) the

dynamical behavior of gas gravitationally coupled to the haloes, subject to shocks, radiative heating,

and cooling; (iii) star formation and feedback, including energy injection, chemical enrichment of the

ISM, and dust production from supernovae events and stellar winds; (iv) long timescale evolution
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Fig. 5.— A schematic diagram of a typical merger of dark matter haloes. In the figure, it is assumed

that although the haloes themselves merge, the cooled condensed gas in the center (shown by the

dark blobs) does not. Also, the additional gas that cools in the product halo condenses onto the

largest pre-existing mass of cooled gas. Figure taken from Cole (1991).

of stellar populations; (v) tidal interaction and mergers of galaxies within their haloes.

ISM feedback in the form of energy input by supernovae was first included by Cole (1991);

such processes were necessary to avoid over-efficient cooling in small objects at high redshift and the

consequent dearth of cool gas supply at low redshift. Adding star formation, chemical enrichment,

and evolution of stellar populations made it possible for White & Frenk (1991) to predict many

properties of galaxy populations, including current star-formation rates, luminosity functions (LFs),

the Tully-Fisher relation (see Sect. 2.1), and faint galaxy number counts. Through increasingly

sophisticated algorithms, later models were increasingly more successful at correctly predicting

local galaxy properties. By including galaxy mergers within their parent haloes and suppressing

star formation in low-mass haloes through feedback, Cole et al. (1994) were able to produce a

local LF with fewer faint galaxies, in better agreement with observations. The separate treatment of

spirals/irregular galaxies and ellipticals allowed Kauffmann, White, & Guideroni (1993) to correctly

predict galaxy morphology as a function of luminosity, the variation of star formation histories with

environment, and the field galaxy luminosity function.

Despite the success of CDM scenarios in predicting many aspects of the local galaxy population,

they appear to suffer from two generic problems: (1) the impossibility of simultaneously predicting

the zero point of the Tully-Fisher relation and the galaxy luminosity function; and (2) the difficulty

in reproducing the red colors of nearby ellipticals. These problems have been somewhat ameliorated

by more sophisticated approaches which include a treatment of dust and chemical enrichment

(Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000), although the reproduction of the Tully-Fisher

relation in terms of slope, zero point, and scatter is particularly obstinate and may require a serious

revision of assumptions in the CDM scenarios (Navarro & Steinmetz 2000).

3.2. Morphology Evolution

Whether galaxies are governed more by “nature” or “nurture” is still a question of debate,

since the relative importance of initial conditions and environment has not yet been definitively

established. In favor of “nurture”, observations show that galaxy morphology evolves with time.
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Fig. 6.— Evolution of the distribution of the stellar components in two interacting disk galaxies,

taken from Barnes & Hernquist (1996). Times steps are 250 Myr, and given in the upper right

corner of each panel. The drastic change in morphology over short time scales is evident.

Spirals are generally depleted in local rich clusters (e.g., morphological segregation, see Sect. 2),

but distant clusters (z ∼ 0.5) contain more blue spiral galaxies than local ones (Butcher & Oemler

1978). The number of peculiar/irregular and merging galaxies increases significantly with redshift,

while the number of spiral galaxies decreases (van den Bergh et al. 1996). This could partly be

an effect of bandshift, as shown in Figure 8, where the more irregular appearance of galaxies in

the UV is redshifted to longer wavelengths. Generally, however, this effect is not a dominating one

(Abraham, Freedman, & Madore 1997).

Evolving morphology probably involves more than one process (see below), but environmental

density, tidal interactions, and mergers play an important role. Irregular galaxies can either be

low mass isolated systems (e.g., dwarf irregulars, Sect. 1.2) or the result of tidal interactions. An

example of the drastic change in morphology caused by interactions is shown in Figure 6. Violent

interactions and mergers which have evolved beyond the tidal-tail stage (see Fig. 6, lower right

panel) have properties consistent with elliptical galaxies in formation (Kormendy 1977; Doyon et al.

1994). and the light distribution of elliptical galaxies can be produced by merger-induced violent

relaxation (Lynden-Bell 1967).

Internal dynamical instabilities also affect galaxy morphology. Rotating cool disks are notori-

ously unstable to the formation of a bar (Hohl 1976; Toomre 1977; Sellwood 1980; Efstathiou,

Lake, & Negroponte 1982). Bars form on relatively short timescales (2 − 5 × 108 yr; Combes &
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Fig. 7.— Evolution of a single disk galaxy. On the left is the gas, on the right are the stars; both are

shown both face- and edge-on. Time units are 250 Myr as in Fig. 6. The elongated distribution of

gas in the center of the t=6 panel (1.5 Gyr) hints at the presence of a slowly growing bar instability.

Also evident is the thickening of the stellar disk. The figure taken from Barnes & Hernquist (1996).

Elmegreen 1993), and cause substantial gas inflows (Hernquist 1988; Schlosman, Begelman, &

Frank 1989; Junqueira & Combes 1996). These gas inflows can give rise to a circumnuclear star-

burst, and eventually result in the dissolution of the bar, thickening and heating up the inner disk

(Martinet 1995; Norman, Sellwood, & Hasan 1996). Such a structure would strongly resemble a

small bulge. Figure 7 shows an example of how an isolated disk galaxy evolves under the influence

of a bar instability. Bars can also grow during mergers (Barnes & Hernquist 1996), and the ensuing

inflowing gas causes similar effects.

Model predictions

A major challenge to any model for galaxy formation and evolution is the explanation of the

origin of the Hubble sequence. Hierarchical merging CDM models predict that elliptical galaxies

(and spiral bulges) form rather late (“nurture”), through violent relaxation following merging of

disks (Kauffmann 1996; Baugh, Cole, & Frenk 1996). Alternatively, in monolithic collapse models

(e.g., Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage 1962), ellipticals and bulges form rapidly in the collapse
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phase at very early times when cool gas initially condenses out of the DM halo. Initial conditions

(“nature”) are expected to determine the mass and configuration of the forming stellar system.

There is mixed evidence for both of these scenarios. The homogeneity of stellar populations

in present-day ellipticals suggests that they must have formed rapidly at high redshift (Renzini

1998), although Kauffmann (1996) argues that CDM models are able to produce sufficiently early

formation epochs. Studies of high-redshift samples (z ≥ 1) seem to indicate that monolithic col-

lapse is more probable, because substantial numbers of red elliptical galaxies appear to be already

assembled by z ≈ 2 (Daddi, Cimatti, & Renzini 2000) (see also Sect. 3.1). On the other hand, age

and metal abundance of haloes of spiral galaxies suggest that there is an intermediate-age stellar

population (Brown et al. 2003), which would be consistent with a merger origin. Color-magnitude

diagrams of the bulge of the Milky Way are inconsistent with an ancient burst of star formation as

would be foreseen by the monolithic collapse model (Figer et al. 2004).

CDM models predict that gas condenses in the collapsing haloes to form rotating disks (Baugh,

Cole, & Frenk 1996; Dalcanton, Spergel, & Summers 1997; Mo, Mao, & White 1998). These then

merge to produce ellipticals or bulges, according to the number of subsequent merger events. Disks

are expected to be destroyed by equal-mass mergers, but can be regrown by accretion of cold

gas available within the DM halo. In these models, Hubble type is essentially a function of time

and can go either way: a galaxy moves toward early types after a violent merger (growth of the

bulge/spheroid), and toward later types when cold gas is accreted (growth of a disk) (Kauffmann,

White, & Guideroni 1993; Baugh, Cole, & Frenk 1996; Steinmetz & Navarro 2002).

Internal dynamical instabilities have also been proposed as a way to change Hubble type.

Bar-induced gas inflow is also thought to be a plausible way to build up bulges over time, again

making Hubble type a secular function (Kormendy 1993). However, unlike the CDM predictions,

secular evolution in the bar-inflow scenario proceeds only one way: from late Hubble types to early

(e.g., Elmegreen, Elmegreen, & Bellin 1990; Martinet 1995). Another instability which could drive

evolution is described by Zhang in a series of papers (Zhang 1996, 1998, 1999). An unstable spiral

mode in a galactic disk can persist for long timescales if it is able to transport angular momentum

outward. Such a process would result in secular heating of the disk, and a redistribution of the disk

material. This mechanism is also one-way only, and would cause evolution of Hubble type from

late-type spirals to early types (Zhang 1999) by buildup of a central condensation.

3.3. Black Holes and Galaxy Formation

A final ingredient in building galaxies is, like DM, only indirectly detectable through its dynam-

ical effects. Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are this ingredient and quiescent (non-accreting)

ones are now thought to reside in virtually all galaxies with a hot spheroidal stellar component

(Kormendy & Richstone 1995). Up to now, “secure” black hole detections have been obtained for

∼40 galaxies (Tremaine et al. 2002), on the basis of high-resolution emission- and absorption-line

spectra. SMBH masses are well correlated with properties of their host spheroids, either elliptical

galaxies or the bulges of spirals (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Graham et al.

2001). Accreting SMBHs have long been held responsible for quasar activity and nuclear activity

in general (Salpeter 1964; Lynden-Bell 1969; Rees 1984). The recent discovery of extremely

high-redshift quasars (z ≥ 6) (Fan et al. 2000, 2003) shows that SMBHs were already in place and

actively accreting when the universe was only 1/10 of its present age. They also appear to follow

the local correlation between BH mass and spheroid luminosity.

The close relation between galaxy properties and SMBH mass suggests a close link between

the formation and evolution of a SMBH and its host galaxy. Indeed, hierarchical CDM models have

been invoked to infer the merging history and growth of SMBHs in galactic nuclei (e.g., Kauffmann

& Haehnelt 2000; Haiman & Loeb 2001). However, the problem is even more complex than that
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described in Sect. 3.1 because of the necessary emphasis on gas dynamics, combination of large

and small spatial scales, and interplay of molecular and atomic cooling (Bromm & Loeb 2003).

Furthermore, it is not clear whether or not Population III stars are a necessary precursor to black

hole formation (Madau et al. 1996; Schneider et al. 2002). This makes it difficult to assess the

relative importance of stars, quasars, and stellar systems such as galaxies in the reionization of the

early universe.

4. Thesis Context and Overview

The “family of galaxies” described in the previous sections is the subject of this thesis. The

first part investigates low-mass, low-luminosity systems, and the second, massive galaxies and

their resident black hole. In particular, two extremely low-metallicity blue compact dwarf galaxies

(BCDs) are studied in Part I, together with a theoretical model to explain their differences. Part

II adopts a statistical approach, and presents observations and data taken from the literature of
>∼ 1400 galaxies.

4.1. The Near-Infrared Spectral Region

A common theme throughout the thesis (with the exception of Chapters 5, 6, and 11) is the

near-infrared (NIR: 1-4µm) spectral region, and what we can learn about stellar populations and

galaxy structure through NIR observations. The NIR wavelengths provide clear advantages over

the optical because they are more sensitive to the low-mass stars which comprise the bulk of the

mass in a typical evolved stellar population. This means that NIR images tend to be smoother,

as they do not highlight the high-mass stellar products of recent star formation, and are thus a

better tracer of “stellar backbones”. This is illustrated in Figure 8 where ultraviolet (UV), optical,

and NIR images are contrasted. The top panel, with the UV images, is clearly more patchy and

“knotty” than the bottom panel which shows NIR images.

Moreover, the effects of dust extinction in the NIR are from 8 to 10 times smaller than in the

optical, so the morphological irregularities caused by dust lanes and patches are minimized. This

makes it easier to infer the distributions of the evolved stars because their apparent structure is not

significantly disturbed by dust extinction.

4.2. Blue Compact Dwarfs

BCDs are interesting in a cosmological context for two reasons. First, BCDs are typically of

low metallicity, ≤ 10% Z�. Because primordial star formation occurs in chemically unenriched

environments, extremely low metal abundance is expected to be a signature of galaxies which are

only now forming stars for the first time. In general, chemically unevolved star-forming galaxies

are exceedingly difficult to detect even at cosmological redshifts, since most of the high (z ≥ 3)

redshift populations (Steidel et al. 1996; Dey et al. 1998; Papovich et al. 2001) show evidence

for a significant amount of chemical enrichment, thus previous star formation. BCDs could be local

examples of such systems, if it could be proven that their star-forming events are sufficiently recent.

Second, low-mass galaxies such as BCDs could still be forming at the present epoch because they

originate from density fluctuations considerably smaller than those giving rise to the giant ones.

Furthermore, in the CDM picture (see Sect. 3.1), dwarf galaxies must be related to the sub-galaxies

or primordial “building blocks” from which large galaxies are assembled. Since such objects are

much too faint and small to be studied at high redshift, local examples, if they exist, could help

understand the first bursts of star formation in the early universe.

Part I is concerned with two extremely low-metallicity BCDs, I Zw 18 and SBS 0335−052.
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Fig. 8.— M 33, M 74, and M 81 (from left to right) shown at three different wavelengths (from top

to bottom). The images in the top panel are taken from the Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope web page

(http://fondue.gsfc.nasa.gov/UIT/UIT_HomePage.html) and show the ultraviolet light

produced by hot, young stars. The middle panel shows the images from the Digitized Sky Survey at

visual wavelengths. The images in the bottom panel are combined JHK images from the 2MASS

database. The images shown in the top panel subtend a smaller area than the others, but the

greater smoothness of the bottom NIR images is apparent.

BCDs are a particular class of dwarf galaxy (MB
>∼ − 17) where intense star formation is presently

occurring as shown by their blue UBV colors and emission lines. Typical metallicities of BCDs range

from Z�/3 to Z�/50, making them the least chemically evolved star-forming galaxies in the nearby

Universe. The vast majority of BCDs are not viable primordial galaxy candidates, however, since

practically all BCDs with Z >∼ Z�/20 show an extended low surface-brightness component with

colors of intermediate-age or old stellar populations (Loose & Thuan 1986; Kunth, Maurogordato,

& Vigroux 1988; Papaderos et al. 1996; Telles & Terlevich 1997).

BCDs with metal abundances Z <Z�/20 are extremely rare; to date there are only a dozen such

galaxies known (see Kunth & Östlin 2000 for a tabulation). These galaxies are typically small and

faint, making them difficult to study especially from the ground. However, the two least chemically

evolved BCDs known, I Zw 18 (Z�/50) and SBS 0335−052 (Z�/41), have been studied in some

detail, and one fact stands out: despite their similar metallicities and stellar masses (∼ 107 M�),

their modes of star formation are very different. In I Zw 18, star formation proceeds in a “passive”

low level fashion at a rate of ∼ 0.04M�/yr; extinction is apparently low ( AV
<∼ 0.05 mag) and

there are no super-star clusters (SSCs). In contrast, SBS 0335−052 is “actively” forming stars, with

SSCs (Thuan, Izotov, & Lipovetsky 1997) of surface brightnesses ≥ 100 times those of clusters and

associations in normal giant H ii regions. A suprisingly large amount (104−105M�) of dust (Thuan,
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Savage, & Madden 1999; Plante & Sauvage 2002) obscures the brightest SSC by >∼ 12 mag. The

star-formation rate (SFR) in SBS 0335−052, derived from the Brα line (Chapter 4), is ∼ 1.7M�/yr,

more than 40 times that in I Zw 18.

Part I investigates this “dichotomy” and the viability of extremely low-metallicity BCDs as

proxies for primordial star formation. Chapter 2 reports deep NIR imaging of I Zw 18 and discusses

ages of the stellar populations derived from NIR and optical photometry. Chapters 3 and 4 describe

NIR and 4µm imaging and spectra of SBS 0335−052 and deduce properties of the star burst, stellar

mass, and dust. The radio continuum of SBS 0335−052 is discussed and analyzed in Chapter 5,

with particular attention paid to the difference between SBS 0335−052 and the massive starburst

prototypes generally used to model star formation at high redshift. Chapter 6 presents a theoretical

model of the evolution of dust properties in star-forming regions, and provides an explanation of

the difference between “active” and “passive” star formation in BCDs. This distinction is important

because active star formation could be the dominant regime at high redshift.

4.3. The Bulges, Disks, and Nuclei of Spiral Galaxies

Massive evolved galaxies lie at the other extreme from BCDs, in terms of mass, luminosity,

chemical enrichment, and age. Their structural properties can be used to assess the validity of

formation (Sect. 3.1) and evolution (Sect. 3.2) scenarios. Furthermore, accurate bulge/disk de-

compositions can help quantify classification schemes (Sects. 1, 2). The position of galaxies and

their bulge/disk components in the FP together with relationships of bulges and disks themselves

are important tools to better understand how galaxies form and evolve (Sect. 2.1).

Most galaxies harbor a black hole (Sect. 3.3), but only some of these are actively accreting at

the present epoch. It is likely that the reason for this depends on the supply of available fuel, but

also on the mechanism for its transport to the small scales required to feed a black hole. Both the

fuel supply and its transport mechanism almost certainly depend on some property of the galaxy,

but the spatial scale and the duty cycle of this is not yet clear. All galaxies may pass through some

AGN phase, but how this could occur is not understood.

While the emphasis in Part I is on two individual objects, the approach in Part II is statistical.

In Chapter 7, NIR bulge and disk properties of a sample of more than 100 spiral galaxies are

compared with the evolutionary scenarios outlined in Sect. 3.2. Quiescent black holes and their

relation with NIR bulge properties of 40 galaxies are investigated in Chapter 8. The bulges and disks

of 30 galaxies which host active nuclei (AGNs) or nuclear starbursts are studied in Chapters 9 and

10. The non-axisymmetric large-scale structure of 890 galaxies with AGNs and nuclear starbursts

is presented in Chapter 11, with statistics of bars and rings and their comparison among normal

galaxies, starbursts, and AGNs. Finally, Chapter 12 compares non-axisymmetric circumnuclear

structure identified with high-resolution HST/NICMOS images of 250 normal galaxies, starbursts,

and AGNs, with the aim of identifying fueling mechanisms for accreting black holes.
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